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Stories of the Slaughterhouse
SAKURAI Atsushi
1. The Eyes of the World
?No Photos?
On our visit to a slaughterhouse in Oumihachiman, we were taken on a
tour by the manager of the facility. Staring over a door at the beef processing,
one of our group started to set up photo equipment. The lead man, who was
keeping an eye on us even while being engaged in his work, noticed that we
were preparing to take pictures and came flying over at what seemed like
lightening speed?he told us that photos were forbidden. There were several
possible reasons for him to drop what he was doing and run over to us with
such urgency: The men engrossed in their work could have been distracted by
our picture taking; or, perhaps he did not want people to see the?miserable?
and?cruel?scene of processing cattle for meat. The lead man?s thought,
though, was different from both of these possibilities:
If you bring in a camera and take pictures, and if these pictures get out
into the public, things get troublesome. It is my responsibility to
safeguard the welfare of my workers so if you let us know when you?re
going to take a picture, we can set it up so people?s faces aren?t in the
picture. As long as you hide their faces, no problem.
This man was worried about the reputations of the men working under
him, particularly the younger men. If photos of these bachelors became public,
it is possible that their chances for marriage would be ruined with a statement
??
as simple as,?This guy is one of the guys who works there, you can?t marry
him??Even today, working in the slaughterhouse is a potential liability for
marriage.
As long as you hide their faces...
The lead man repeated this phrase over and over when confronted with
our wish to take pictures. This phrase, for those of us who had been to several
of these towns, met with many workers, and heard their stories, was not a new
one.
Discrimination against Leather-Workers
This slaughterhouse was located in Oumihachiman in Shiga prefecture in
central Japan. In this same town, there once was a neighborhood so populated
with people who made and repaired shoes that it came to be called?cobbler?s
alley.?Today, in the one remaining shoe factory in town, the only precondition
for being able to take pictures of shoemaking on the grounds is that we?hide
all faces.?
Hand sewn shoes have almost completely been replaced with machine-
worked shoes, and there are few people who still remember how to stitch shoes
by hand. I had one person delve back into a 30 year-old memory and
reproduce the process of hand-sewing a sole for me. I was truly amazed with
this craftsman?s skill and had wanted to record the process of making shoes by
hand. However, I was told that I could not take any pictures that included
images of the man?s face. The process of attaching a sole to the bottom of a
shoe essentially boils down to the work of individual fingers, one by one,
against cut leather. That said, though, the process is really an expression of the
entire body, from the tips of the tensed toes all the way to the attentive and
focused eyes. A photograph limited to hands and legs alone, not including the
face, would be an image robbed of its power and vibrancy.
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The local taiko?drum?craftsman who lives in the neighboring town
occasionally ordered his leather from the slaughterhouse, regularly opened his
workshop to the neighboring elementary and junior high schools, and had even
appeared on television to demonstrate how to re-cover a taiko . In my
interview, he spoke freely about his life history and the skills he had inherited
from previous generations of taiko craftsmen. However, this same man would
not let me take any pictures of him engaged in tanning a salted leather newly
arrived recently from the slaughterhouse.
This man?s wife was also strongly opposed to picture-taking. Her stated
objection was that?there is no way we could expose ourselves as involved
with such filthy work as this,?but I hovering behind these words was a deeper
fear about what kind of effect such photos would have on her married sons. I
regretted not being able to film in its entirety this generations-old tradition of
taiko building.
This refusal and limiting of my picture and video-taking does not mean
that these skilled laborers despised or were ashamed of their professions. Far
from it: the lead man in the slaughter house, the cobbler, and the taiko
craftsman alike all recounted their long lives of work with confidence and
pride. Their particular sensitivity about being photographed or videotaped
instead arose from an acute worry that images of their work would somehow
foster prejudicial attitudes against leather-working occupations.
These situations give rise to a set of questions: in light of widely held
discriminatory view of slaughterhouse, what kind of view do people in the
immediate vicinity of slaughterhouses have of those facilities and of the people
who work there? How do the people who work in the slaughterhouse
themselves view their workplace? Below, I hope to trace the answers to these
questions through a brief exploration of the discourse that surrounds
slaughterhouses in post-war Japan1.
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2. The Meaning of the Slaughterhouse
?A District?s Asset?
Until the seventies, there was another slaughterhouse in village
approximately thirty kilometers north of Oumihachiman. At the end of the
Meiji Era, administration of the slaughterhouse shifted from a privatized system
to a village-run one. Then, in 1956 as a result of the Village-Town-City
Merger Promotion Act of 1953, the village was incorporated into the larger
town, and the slaughterhouse came to be designated as a town-run facility. It
meant that the charges for slaughtering became the source of revenue, not of
the village but of the town2.
One of the inhabitants described life as it was in the village as follows:
?We lived a rough life without rice fields, without farm land. We
supplemented our daily income by capturing, skinning, either behind our
houses or back in the hills, a variety of animals, and selling their pelts. We
also ate and sold their meat. ??Taken from the diary of a man born in 1925?.
1 Meat-eating was typically proscribed by Shogunates during Japan?s feudal age.
Additionally, intimations of impurity in slaughtering and?or eating mammals
proved a sharp deterrent as well. This belief in the impurity of such acts is said to
be a product of the teachings of Buddhism in Japan. Only after the Edo period,
with the beginning of robust exchange with westem countries, did the eating of
mammals become a phenomenon common throughout Japan. Though connotations
of impurity surrounding the consumption of meat faded, the slaughtering of
animals never lost that nuance of impurity, providing a basis for discrimination
against those people engaged in such industries. Such discrimination is the central
theme of this paper.
2 Since the Meiji Restoration, villages?districts?and towns in Japan have occupied
different legal statuses. This legal status is determined by population and confers a
different set of national-level rights. Under such a system, independence of the
village?district?became poor because of the shift of economic base from village
to town.
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Some of the households dealt in a small number of livestock, mostly cows and
horses, buying the animals from nearby farms and taking these animals to the
slaughterhouse to be killed and dressed. They would then either sell the chuck,
loin, and rump wholesale or sell the meat to a retail shop. These people
established a?Wholesalers?Union,?but the majority of the district made their
living by capturing small animals like foxes and tanuki3, illegally skinning
them in their own gardens, and then selling the meat. This activity, called
?covert killing,?was conducted by individuals amidst intensified national
control and more stringent public sanitation monitoring of slaughterhouse of
the postwar goverment. Around 1955, in response to claims that this covert
killing was worsening the general sanitation of the village, a?small-scale
livestock farming union?was formed and small animals also started to be
processed by the slaughterhouse. This?small-scale livestock farming union?
remained active until the mid-sixties.
Not long after the war, the presence of the slaughterhouse became a
frequent topic of conversation, with people wondering exactly what kind of
significance the slaughterhouse held for its immediate vicinity. The first
demand of the area?s liberation movement, which had repeatedly demonstrated
a swift pro-activeness throughout this prefecture, was the the formal
designation of assets for the neighborhood. While surrounding areas had ward-
owned forests and other such assets, this district had nothing that could be
called an asset. These surrounding regions were able to gain the materials
needed for school-rebuilding measures of the postwar period from logging their
stretches of forested land. This district had no such option. The liberation
movement suggested that this discrepancy was the result of institutionalized
discrimination. Then, the district itself, backing the liberation movement,
demanded some form of compensation or policy change from the town council,
3 A tanuki is an animal that resembles a cross between a dog and a raccoon,
firequently called ?raccoon dog? in Englich.
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which governed a broader area comprised of several districts.
The town-administration council heard the demands, and toyed with the
possibility of ceding part of the commonly-held forest land; however, the
people from the district themselves finally developed a mutually-agreeable
alternate plan that took money from the revenue of the slaughterhouse
equivalent to the assets of other districts. The slaughterhouse not merely
established a foundation for their living by providing employment and doing
business, but also functioned as the?district?s asset,?so to speak.
In the aforementioned district in Oumihachiman, workers?Tofu?at a
slaughterhouse had been called?skilled workers? Shigotoshi?. One wholesaler
at a beef plant said,?Maybe people switched to?skilled worker?because?cow
-killer?was too blatant and shocking of a word.?However, despite the fact
that this lexical shift might indicate a desire to avoid the daily reality of the
slaughterhouse??skilled workers?were not looked upon any differently from
anyone else in this district because of the type of work they did.
In our district, you know, no one ever looked down at those people or
discriminated against them in any way. We were friends with them,
hung out with them and such. No one ever thought there was anything
despicable about this profession. In our district at least, it was simply
another job; there was never any harassment in our village. No one
from the neighborhood ever thought that slaughtering cows was reason
enough not to marry someone or ever reason enough to cause worry
about marriage?this is discrimination we?re talking about here, and
there wasn?t any of it. People from other areas may have thought such
things, but I really don?t know.
We can see the speaker?s own pain in the way that the stipulation?In our
district at least?was carefully specified time and time again. If we think that in
some form or another, most of the people of this district used to be involved in
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the evisceration of animals in the slaughterhouse or had something to do with
the meat or leather industries, it makes sense that there were few people with
prejudicial or discriminatory ideas about this profession.
A Complicated Consciousness
Views of slaughterhouses themselves, coupled with those of attendant
animal processing workshops, leather-working facilities, etc., have produced a
complicated consciousness of discrimination in the inhabitants of these districts.
As flows of people, particularly the movement of people out of these
neighborhoods, increased progressively in number and frequency, this
consciousness formed within a context of increasingly sensitive recognition of
how these districts are perceived by the outside world.
A woman, who had been a child in the sixties in this district of
Oumihachiman and had worked in butcher stores in Osaka and Kyoto, returned
to her home district after getting married. Since a young age, she had always
had a strong desire to leave home:?If I?m going to work, I don?t want to work
here.??I just wanted to escape from it, you know.?Saying this, this woman
relates her desire to leave her home village. What is this?it?that has made this
woman, even when she was a child, want to?escape???You know, there?s
the slaughterhouse. Nowadays, it?s clean and kept-up, but before, things were
different. Before, it was old and worn down?dirty.?
Her mother of weak constitution has been in and out of the hospital
multiple times, and her father has steadily supported their?impoverished?life.
Her father has had no regular job and draws income by working a variety of
odd jobs, one of which was working in the animal processing lot adjacent to
the slaughterhouse. When she was young, the slaughterhouse held nothing but
bad associations for her.
I had been to that slaughterhouse. And the smell was rough. I mean,
there was nothing even resembling a good smell anywhere in the air,
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and there were cow legs and grisly bits on the ground here and there. I
can tell you, I didn?t like it. If my own parent hadn?t worked there and
if I had been born somewhere else, my entire life could?ve been
completely different, you know. I never once thought a single good
thing about that place.
Her father?s job and the slaughterhouse itself were impressed upon her
heart at a young age as something to?escape from,?and as nothing else.
The Appearance of?Environmental Problems?
Another woman of the same age, born after the war, went through a
period in junior high school when she was extremely bothered by the?smell?
of her home:?my friends used to come over?to play?and say that something
smelled bad.?What is that terrible smell??they would ask. And I started
think, too, that something smelled awful.? The smell that these friends
commented on was the smell of the?animal processing lot.?Around this time,
this noxious smell was taken up as a?problem?in the town.
In the late sixties, there was increasing social concern regarding a variety
of kinds of environmental pollution, first and most prominent of which was the
Minamata disease incident. Amidst this surge in environment concern, animal
processing plants became a nation-wide issue as sources of air and water
pollution. The novelist Hiroshi Noma, in his book Seinen no Wa?Connections
of the Young? 1977?, describes these?noxious smells?as follows:
As soon as you head south over the large railroad crossing, your nose is
filled with the smell of leather. This smell is the acrid mixture of
tanning chemicals and dyestuffs, and it aggressively assaults the nose of
humans. A dark, smoldering smell; the smell of rubbish burning; the
smell of rotten eviscerated entrails; the smell of open festering wounds;
the smell of industrial adhesives; the smell of smoke... a variety of
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pungent odors pours out of the large leather factories, out of the
shoemaking factories, out of the leather storage facilities, and the leather
markets that line the streets, and covers this largest of Japan?s leather
corridors.?omission?This odor of leather is actually one source of the
discrimination against buraku people.
This unfamiliar, abrasive odor was produced by animal processing yards
and similar leather-industry facilities. In the sixties, leather working was
conducted as local, private industries in buraku districts. The aforementioned
district had three separate animal processing lots. For the people who live
there, memories of them are always filled with?that overwhelming odor.?
Additionally, the people of the area were being taught to view the liquid
waste products of the slaughterhouse, such as blood, as one form of
environmental pollution. The environment surrounding the slaughterhouse and
the perceived ramifications the slaughterhouse was seen to have on that
environment started to be of issue during this period throughout the northern
region in this prefecture. A small river that passed through the grounds of the
slaughterhouse continued on to a neighboring town.?At that time, there was
nothing, not even purification tubs. So the blood?from the slaughterhouse?
just flowed right into the river, constantly.?And,?many cows would be driven
into town, their dung would be left here and there, littering the streets.?
These?environmental issues,?i.e. the management of noxious odors and
contaminated water, became the basis for the?rightful claims?of neighboring
areas against slaughterhouses, animal processing lots, and similar facilities.
Indeed, they became the most influential grounds for a push for the
modernization or removal of these facilities.
In addition to the workers who handled the meat and those who worked
with the entrails of animals, there is another category of worker associated with
slaughterhouses: the animal processing lot worker. This employee dealt with to
the hide, bones, blood, fat, and head of the animals. The hides would be tanned
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and delivered to either leather workers or taiko manufacturers; the bones would
be ground into a fine powder, and, along with dehydrated blood, used in a
variety of fertilizers.
We?d steam the bones and then ground them up. This doesn?t make any
money anymore. The blood we?d just take out as blood and sell like
that. It could be used as fertilizer. For ten or fifteen years after the war,
we workers would take the blood, heat it up, and make it into fertilizer.
And then the hooves, we?d make those into buttons and cigarette
holders and things like that.
?The only thing that got wasted from these animals was their moo.?
Originally, as one person relates, there was not even the smallest bit of the
cattle handled by animal processing plants that went unused.
The Decline of the Animal Processing Plant
However, the situation surrounding slaughterhouses underwent a major
change in the mid-sixties. First, the demand for meat started to increase
rapidly. The number of cattle processed by the slaughterhouse in
Oumihachiman rose rapidly, later peaking sharply in 1975. Whereas the
number of cattle was on the rise, though, the majority of meat-processing
byproducts, e.g. tail, tongue, hooves, etc., handled by the animal processing
plant employees became worthless:?Soon we had to pay people to come and
take these things away to be disposed of. That?s how things change.?Due to
the spread of chemical fertilizer that accompanied shifts in the structure of
agriculture, the blood and bones byproducts of beef product were rendered
valueless and became?waste products.?As a result, blood and other liquid
byproducts were frequently allowed to run off into nearby rivers; however, as
this began to be taken up as an?environmental issue,?gradually?it became
the case that simply letting such liquids run off was forbidden, and we had to
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devise some sort of disposal method for these contaminated liquids.?As a
result, waste water management plants were created and prospered. The dung,
entrails, and blood, along with contaminated water, were channeled into
purification basins, screened out as they passed through these basins, and
incinerated.
This environmental protection system was put into effect in the seventies.
At the slaughterhouse in Oumihachiman, a waste-water processing plant was
constructed in 1973. the earliest in this prefecture. Then in 1980, a sludge
dehydration machine was brought it, and the cleanliness standard of processed
drainage changed measurably. A dealer was entrusted with this dehydrated
sludge and it was used as filler for land reclamation projects.
The fact that animal processing plants were located in Oumihachiman
district, that most of the employees were residents of the immediate
surroundings, and that the broader area around this district was primarily farm
land contributed to the fact that in this case few people raised complaints
regarding environmental pollution.
However, in Tokyo, Osaka, and other large metropolitan areas, animal
processing plants were seen as a major source of environmental pollution,
primarily in the form of noxious gases. This situation is frequently cited as the
impetus for the ratification of the Noxious Fumes Prevention Act of 1971. The
fact that vapors produced in steaming processes still managed to escape from
high pressure cauldrons, that the shanty towns surrounding the processing lots
were decrepit, and that the drainage management system was still imperfect are
frequently cited as the primary reasons for the founding of this law.
With the protection of environmental sanitation as its goal, the legal
regulations imposed on animal processing plants primarily consisted of new
stipulations regarding the sanitary aspect of establishing, equipping, and
managing the plants. These stipulation were based on the implicit assumption
that disposal or removal of these byproducts was the only avenue to solving
the environmental problems. There was no thought given to the possibility of
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recycling resources or other similar ecology-based possibilities. As we have
already seen, previously animal processing byproducts had been used
efficiently and so-called?waste products?were nearly nonexistent, and it
would have been appropriate and possible to think of new ways to use these
byproducts that were now considered waste. However, no such effort was
made.
The animal processing lots in buraku areas facing discrimination were
small-scale enterprises that had poor working environments, were late in
providing public health and welfare benefits for employees, and had difficulty
in maintaining a constant level of productivity. Moreover, the defectiveness of
water and air pollution measures on top of the slow modernization of
production facilities and the constrained space of the factories themselves,
created additional difficulties for these animal processing lots. Because of these
and other internal problems with environmental measures, there was a strong
movement for support of facilities that made use of modern equipment and for
consolidation of the lots. In this rush to modernize, the majority of these
animal processing lots went bankrupt and closed, displacing their workers.
?Issues of Education?
Slaughterhouses were the object of another critique as well. The plant
manager of the slaughterhouse wondered whether the reason that
slaughterhouses were so despised was that they took the lives of animals
similar to domestic pets, which people were emotionally attached to. It was not
merely an issue of killing mammals; whaling flourished in Japan, never
becoming the object of similar public critique.
In the end all this discrimination is because we kill domestic animals. I
don?t think it?s because our job is dirty, or because we?re killing cows,
or because the smell is that bad. Instead, I think it?s because we
slaughter animals that are raised in houses with people.
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This manager?s reasoning is a product of his daily experience at the
slaughterhouse.
A variety of people visit the slaughterhouse in conjunction with human
rights workshops. The facility manager proactively cooperates with and invites
such visitors in order to foster a greater understanding of slaughterhouses.
These visitors include governmental officials, representatives from private
organizations, and students, teachers or officials from schools. On one of these
tours, one person expressed frank disgust for the facilities, and this statement
ballooned into a larger issue. This person had said,?I am not going to be able
to eat again after seeing this.?Even with many people not putting such
impressions into words, the manager of the plant may have taken people?s
disgust with slaughterhouses as a result of witnessing first-hand the slaughter of
a domesticated, familiar animal such as a cow.
The voice that rises out above the recent nation-wide cacophony of
resistance against the construction of new slaughterhouses, pushes this line of
argumert further: it argues that these facilities, that take the lives of
domesticated animals, are bad for the educational environment of children4.
Parents and educators are troubled by how to talk to children about the
presence of slaughterhouses. How should the fate of the cattle and swine that
are sent to the slaughterhouse be explained to children? How to respond to
the questions of a child who has heard the eerie last cries of animals waiting to
be killed? As a result of these anxieties, slaughterhouses themselves are seen
as detrimental to the educational environment of children, and viewed as
something to fight against.
4 Miura ?2003? provides an analysis of this line of argumentation; that the
construction of slaughterhouses has a deleterious effect on the education of
children in the surrounding areas.
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3. The Reality of Areas that House Slaughterhouses
?It Just Ain?t Right?
Comments that critique slaughterhouses on the basis of environmental or
educational issues more often than not come from residents of areas
surrounding the district in which the slaughterhouse resides, or from the
residents of the area in which a new slaughterhouse is scheduled to be built. A
different critique arises from the area immediately surrounding the
slaughterhouse. Once by chance, when talking about an incident with an
industrial waste facility adjoining their district, a resident let the following slip:
There isn?t anyone around who thinks this is a good company. To be
honest, it just ain?t right and people only say bad things about it all. It?d
be great if we got something better, some bigger company that was
clean and stuff. You know up till now all we?ve experienced is
discrimination and that kind of stuff. It really just ain?t right.
People have started thinking that the slaughterhouse?just ain?t right.?It
might seem that what?just ain?t right?refers to is something other than the
industrial waste management plant, but it became clear from this man?s slightly
irritated tone of voice that he was referring to the slaughterhouse. The present
Oumihachiman administered slaughterhouse has become run down and is in
increasing need of intensive repairs. The administration is aiming for a
consolidation of all the prefecture?s slaughterhouses into one facility and is
pushing through plans for the construction of a new slaughterhouse that would
be managed as a third sector?i.e. consolidated public-private management?
entity. Though the site for the new slaughterhouse is outside the administrative
zone that contains the present slaughterhouse, it is still right next to the
neighborhood that presently contains a slaughterhouse and besides is
immediately next to a cemetery.
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All over the country, the souls of people?s ancestors are allowed to rest
in peace. And there going to put a slaughterhouse next to, really right
next to, our graveyard. On the one hand you?ll have the priest doing his
best to pray or carry on services, and just next door, you?ll have animals
being slaughtered. The prefectural administration isn?t thinking of this at
all. Couldn?t they put it somewhere else, like right next to the
prefectural offices?
This may sound like criticism directed simply at the fact that the new
slaughterhouse is slated to be built right next to the cemetery, but it is actually
more nuanced than that. Saying that it would be better to put the
slaughterhouse next to the prefectural offices echoes the cries of people from
depopulated areas who resist the building of nuclear power plants in their area:
?Nuclear Power Plants to Tokyo?? In the case of nuclear power plants
though, the people who reap the benefits of the produced energy are primarily
residents of the metropolis, which this slogan also indicates. However, the
majority of those connected in some manner with the slaughterhouse?e.g.
skilled laborers, meat wholesalers, tanners, leather workers, and the like?are
people living in this slaughterhouse district. The person quoted above is a long-
time employee of the wholesale market that adjoins the slaughterhouse. It is
appropriate to consider the slaughterhouse a district-local industry. The person
describes the slaughterhouse with critical tone of voice and later refers to it as
an?industrial annoyance.?The fact that the informant, who works in the
slaughterhouse, feels compelled to describe it as?just ain?t right,? is the
product of a particular line of thought reflective of the complex intermingling
between local and outside views of the slaughterhouse.
Symbol of Discrimination
In the aforementioned district north of this prefecture, that particular line
of thought takes form in the following story. A woman from the district went
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into the city to work, and when she came home she brought a boyfriend with
her. They got into a taxi, and when she told the driver where to go, he asked,
?in the area with the slaughterhouse or the area without it??This may have
been a simple indicator that the slaughterhouse served as a major landmark for
the driver to specify where they needed to go, but for this woman these words
chilled her to the core:?the slaughterhouse has become like some huge sign
announcing this area as a so-called buraku district.?Around this same time, a
person who had run a meat shop in the district, whose livelihood depended on
the slaughter house, found the slaughterhouse such an eyesore and a symbol of
trouble that he??? ????????? wanted to put up a tall fence to block out the site
of the slaughterhouse from home.?Most of the people in the district began to
say??my job has?nothing to do with the slaughterhouse, but because this
slaughterhouse is in the area,?I suffer from discrimination too?.?
Around this time, a proposal to rebuild the slaughterhouse, which had
come about as a result of a speech of one of the town?s representatives of the
area, passed through the municipal government. In the discussions amongst
representatives from the liberation movement and inhabitants of the area there
was, in response to this proposal, a strong request for moving the
slaughterhouse from the district entirely rather than simply rebuilding it in its
present location. The stated reason was that the existence of the slaughterhouse
was the cause of buraku discrimination that the district faced. The residents of
the area submitted a petition to the municipal government articulating this
opinion. They sought protection for the tradesmen and the adoption of
appropriate measures reflecting respect for the opinions of the residents of the
area. Though their numbers may have been small, the tradesmen found the
residents of the area agreed on the main thrust of the petition:?rebuilding the
slaughterhouse is a good idea, but it has to happen fast to make sure the
tradesmen stay employed and it would be best to move the facility to another
district.?Thus in the district, the slaughterhouse, over the course of fifteen
years, changed from a?district?s asset? to an?industrial annoyance,? a
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hundred and eighty degree shift in thinking. People inside the district started to
perceive the slaughterhouse as a symbol of oppression.
Turning into a?Industrial Annoyance?
The world views slaughterhouses with an eye of discrimination. As a
result, people living close to slaughterhouses have started to believe that having
a slaughterhouse in the area reflects poorly on them and that in general the
slaughterhouse is the source of a lot of trouble?from a?district?s asset?to an
?industrial annoyance.?There is a complicated background to this shift.
One complicating aspect is the increasing?fluidity?of such districts. The
numbers of people leaving the district for jobs or for school has increased,
resulting in greater contact with public scrutiny. Then the views of these people
who have left the area are influenced by external discriminatory views and
carried back into the district. The aforementioned story of a woman who
brought her boyfriend back to her home district exemplifies this phenomenon.
Another aspect is the fact that the slaughterhouse?s role in maintaining the
district?s standard of living has lessened and the vocational?diversity?of the
district has increased. Previously, the majority of the people of the area who
made their living working in jobs related to the meat industry?e.g. people who
traded in livestock, the tradesmen in the slaughterhouse, leather-workers,
wholesalers of meat, workers in meat stores, etc.?. However now people with
jobs related to the meat industry make up only a very small percentage of the
overall population of the area. The increased variety of possible jobs and the
decreased number of people working in meat-related jobs appear a reasonable
explanation for the intensified call for the saughterhouse to be moved from the
area.
This phenomenon, whether you call it?fluidity?or?diversification,?is a
product of changes in the structure of industry in Japan during the period of
high economic growth immediately after the war. These changes in education
and employment, which are a cause of the ?fluidity?and ?diversity?of the
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district, came about in part due to enforcement of the Douwa Measures. We
cannot overlook the fact that the discourse of the liberation movement as well
as the Douwa Measures, which opened the road for people from the district to
become public officials or employees of larger industries, has actually played a
role in establishing the foundation for a negative or slighting appraisal of
slaughterhouses.
Perceptions of the Meat Industry
Concern about environmental or educational issues from the basis of the
critique of slaughterhouses that arises from districts surrounding the district in
which a slaughterhouse is located or in districts in which a slaughterhouse is
slated to be constructed. This same critique is interpreted as a form of buraku
discrimination by the people who live in districts with slaughterhouses. What is
the reason for this discrepancy? One element of the amswer lies in the fact
that the inhabitants of the district know that the critique of the outside world is
not limited solely to the slaughterhouse that makes its business the slaughter of
animals.
In the Kinki Region, it?s a given that any meat shop is going to be the
object of discrimination. Kyushu Region and here are especially bad.
?If a cook?itaba?works in Kanto Region, he doesn?t look bad at all,?
says a meat industry worker who believes that the reason that the meat industry
suffers from such intense discrimination is because?buraku discrimination?is
constantly looming in the background. Having traveled all over the country,
this man believes that in the Kinki region,?meat is a buraku industry,?If on
the other hand?you go to Kanto or Tohoku?Region?, that connection isn?t
made.? At least in Kansai?Kinki? and western parts of the country,
discriminatory views of slaughterhouses or butcher?s shops actually denote a
?discrimination directed at buraku .?Following this line of thought further, it is
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clear that such discrimination is not limited solely to the meat industry but
extends to the leatherworking industry as well. Views of tanneries as well as
those of animal processing lots, taiko workshops, and the like all include an
intense?buraku discrimination.?The sensitivity surrounding picture-taking
stems from the fact that employees of these industries are keenly aware of this
discriminatory public scrutiny.
The great power of this scrutiny is apparent in the fact that those who
think slaughterhouses?just ain?t right?and call for those slaughterhouses to be
removed from their district are not limited to people of the district who have
never discriminated against slaughterhouse workers but also people who work
in the meat industry themselves. This is also the reason why full-fledged itabas
who maintain butcher shops are disappearing.
In normal small retail meat shops or specialty meat shops, there isn?t
anyone around to take that job anymore. It used to be that these were
the only places they could work and no one would have hired them. So
they all started going to work in butcher shops. Nowadays, because
those butcher shops are the symbol of a buraku , there is no one around
who wants to learn this trade or have their own shop. The sons of
butchers usually don?t have a choice but to take over their dad?s job, but
the ones who are smart and the kids of rich retail shops usually go one
to university instead. And then they graduate and, if they were good at
school, don?t want to come back to those butcher shops or small retail
shops.
Nowadays, with increased employment opportunities and an increased
number of people continuing on to college, the number of people who become
meat workers and?dare to work in butcher shops that have come to symbolize
buraku?is declining sharply. Additionally,?parents fear the discrimination
against their sons or daughters, who might go on to become public officials or
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employees of larger industries, might have to face because of their parents?
jobs?and they are quickly quitting their jobs in butcher shops and?washing
their hands of it.?Thus relates a meat wholesaler who has spent several years
traveling to butcher shops around the country and who believes that such an
avoidance of being involved in the meat industry is a direct result of the
intensity of discrimination directed at meat shops in Kansai and western
regions of Japan. This man also locates some of the responsibility for such
avoidance in the liberation movement itself:?Our liberation movement, in
response to this issue, encourages us to look for jobs in other, more general
industries rather than working at specific and limiting butcher shops.?This
statement uttered by even the person living in buraku district reflects the
strength of our country?s dominant culture, which is permeated by a
discriminatory view of the leather working and the meat industry, the center of
either of which is the slaughterhouse.
Consequently ,? buraku discrimination? with any critique of
slaughterhouses and related industries that appear under the guise of
?Education Issues? or?Environmental Issues????? ?? ?????????? ??
?????????????
4 ?Slaughterhouse?Revival
?Meat Processing Plant?
The process of eviscerating a cow begins with knocking: shooting the
animal in the head with a pistol, rendering it apparently dead, and then
inserting a slim rod into the bullet hole and physically scrambling the brain to
ensure death. This work is clearly a process of slaughtering livestock. People
frequently object to the use of the word?tojo??, saying that its composite
Chinese characters,????killing animals?and????place or facilities?
exhibits?gruesome?and?cruel?nuances. As a result, tojo? with the?to?
???? ???? ????
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character written in the phonetic syllabary or, as has been the recent trend,
?meat market?and?meat center?tend to be used instead.
The slaughterhouse is distinguished from a meat market, which,strictly
speaking, is the facility in which meat taken from the bodies is sold wholesale.
A pamphlet circulated by the Tokyo Central Wholesale Meat Market also
specifies the difference: where as?Shibaura Tojo? is a plant for the production
of meat or untreated leather???a Meat Market is a market for the wholesale of
meat.?
These news words a?Meat Market?and a?Meat Center?have managed a
necessary move away from the?gruesome?and?cruel?nuances previously
exhibited by ?slaughterhouse.? In order to facilitate such a shift, the
slaughterhouse has become a?Meat Packinghouse Plant,?and a slaughterhouse
worker has become?a skilled laborer.?For example, according to the Shibaura
Tojo? pamphlet?a packinghouse is a sanitary, modernized factory for the
production of meat.?The image of a mechanized production line in these new
factories is not in the slight bit misleading, it the examination of meat
production facilities is limited to Shibaura Tojo? or Osaka?s?Nankou Market.?
Thinking of a meat market as a place for the?manufacture?of meat
where production is managed completely wipes out the incorrect?dark?
and?cruel? image that meat markets have had up to this point.
?Miyake 1998: 11?
This distinction is now generally used in human rights courses. Due to
slaughterhouses now being understood as?meat packinghouses,?cattle are now
?dealt with?on the production lines of modern factories and the impression of
humans slaughtering cattle has perhaps faded somewhat. Simultaneously,
images of expert cattle?slaughterer? have also faded. However, I doubt
whether the shift in terminology, produces the desired change in perceptions of
slaughterhouse jobs.
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For a house of slaughter to be a?Slaughterhouse?
It is necessary at this point to explore a different approach to dealing with
discrimination that slaughterhouses and related issues and people face. This
different approach, which rarely gets any attention, does not focus on the
semantic obscuring of the literal meaning of?slaughtering?by changing the
name of slaughterhouses to?meat center,?or?meat production factory.?
Instead, it is the voice that insists on taking up slaughterhouses as simply that:
literal houses of slaughter; those facilities that are the center of a variety of
meat and leather-working industries.
This approach emerges alongside both the pragmatic voice that asks those
people who hate slaughterhouses,? do you not eat meat?? and the
enlightened voice that understands the preparation of meat as?a job of
receiving and using life.?
Actually seeing the reality of daily life at a slaughterhouse is essential for
improving understanding of slaughterhouses – Such is the firm belief of the
manager of the Oumihachiman slaughterhouse manager.?We must have an
open door policy if we are really going to fight discrimination against
slaughterhouses.?Consequently, the manager has been allowing more and more
researchers to visit his slaughterhouse. We can see the results of this decision
in the following recounting of one mother?s story.
This mother, who was raised in the slaughterhouse district, has always
been embarrassed by the presence of a slaughterhouse and large numbers of
meat industry workers in her neighborhood. She began to question this
embarrassment when her fifth grade daughter came home from a school field
trip to the local slaughterhouse.
Mom, they have to work so hard, taking the flesh off the cows,
cleaning it, and turning it into good meat that you can eat and making
that leather into bags and things. Why do we think of them like that? I
mean, discriminating against these working people, calling them dirty
???? ???? ????
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and stuff, is wrong. Why can?t we appreciate what they are doing and
be thankful and happy? And then we can eat meat and really enjoy it.
Mother?s misconception that?we are discriminated against because there?s
a slaughterhouse in the neighborhood? is completely challenged by her
daughter?s words, which are based on direct experience of the conditions of a
slaughterhouse.
Holding a knife, the workman?s arm slices open the cow?s abdomen, cuts
away the skin, and removes the chuck, loin, and rump. The washer runs
behind, clearing away blow and other refuse, creating a vivid scene. It is
exactly these processes that cannot be adequately relayed in words or on paper,
and it is these processes that provide insight into the daily life of the
slaughterhouse. The slaughterhouse, as a place that connects cattle or swine to
the family dinner table or to leather products used everyday, is the site of an
unequivocal human enterprise.
It is exactly what present-day slaughterhouses offer?the possibility to
witness first hand the workers in actual dynamic motion, their arms flexed,
their bodies engaged?that must be seen and understood by people for the
social status of slaughterhouses to change. The slaughterhouse manager, who
has seen this work on a daily basis for decades, hopes for exactly this
understanding and such an outcome in encouraging people to come visit.
Of utmost importance to this project is that people do not avert heir eyes
from the sight of the slaughterhouse, that they recognize that slaughterhouses
are enterprises that turn domesticated animals into sustenance, and that our
ability to live depends on the death of these animals. In fact, it is worth bearing
in mind that in Japanese the Chinese character??? is read?hofuru?or
?hafuru??which holds not only the nuance of?slaughtering?but also of
?honoring.?It is exactly this somber reality offered by the slaughterhouse that
allows us the rare experience of encountering life and celebrating it. With this
overlap of slaughtering and honoring in mind, we visit the slaughterhouse.
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Notes
I would like to thank Joseph Hankins, graduate student at the University of Chicago,
for his assistance in translating and improving this paper.
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